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Reading Shono Junzo’s “Yube no Kumo”
From a Viewpoint of Chekhov’s “The Cherry Orchard”
Motoki Murate
 Shono Junzo’s novels written in the 20s of Showa Era, known as his training 
time for literature, is greatly influenced by Chekhov’s novels and plays. I showed 
it in two of my previous papers. This time, I want to take up “Yube no Kumo (夕べ
の雲)” which was published in the 40th year of Showa (1965), and point out that 
this novel is influenced by Chekhov’s “The Cherry Orchard.” Then I want to cast a 
new lig ht on “Yube no Kumo” from this new viewpoint, and try to reassess this 
work.
 “Yube no Kumo” could be regarded as the novel that simply describes several 
scenes of peaceful daily life of one family. However, this work describes the great 
change of the time from a viewpoit of such a small place as a home, like “The 
Cherry Orchard.” Likewise this work also describes one home being overlooked 
from the history. This situation provides the polyphonic and profound world with 
humor, pathos and other various feelings existing together. Both Chekhov and 
Shono regarded such a world as comedy.
 While the family expected a new life in “The Cherry Orchard” in the end, 
“Yube no Kumo” also describes how the family tried to lead a new life. In those 
days, Shono often visited “the countryside” where he hoped to find the way 
connected to “the old lifestyle (traditional life)” and its history and then he wrote 
several novels that were based on these experiences. I want to view this point as 
well.
 Furthermore, Dazai Osamu’s “Syayo (斜陽)” is also influenced by Chekhov’s 
“The Cherry Orchard” just like “Yube no Kumo.” I want to look more deeply at the 
feature of “Yube no Kumo” by comparing the way Shono accepted “The Cherry 
Orchard” with that of Dazai.
